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Every crisis is different, but parallels exist and lessons can be learnt. 

The events that have taken place in the DeFi space during the last few months, and their root causes, have 

remarkable similarities with what was seen in the credit crunch during the 2008 Global Financial Crisis (GFC). The 

GFC was primarily the result of excessive deregulation in the financial industry that occurred in the years preceding 

it. This deregulation permitted banks to offer increasingly complex products with high embedded leverage to a 

wide range of investors including, amongst others, hedge funds and retail investors. It was ultimately greed, driven 

by an incestuous search for yield that drove people into riskier and more complex products. Leverage within many 

banks increased dramatically, while regulators and rating agencies failed to keep pace with developments in 

financial engineering. The result was the proliferation of toxic new products with insufficient collateral (or in some 

cases no collateral), that became known as WMD’s back then. 

In general, crises occur when institutions become over-levered or assets overvalued. There is probably less of a 

causality effect between the two, but there is a high correlation, with moves often exacerbated by irrational or 

herd-like investor behaviour. 

There are clear parallels between the 2008 credit crisis in financial markets and the recent “DeFi Credit Crunch”, 

with crypto’s aim to be fully deregulated. 

Table 1: Parallels between 2008 Credit Crisis and 2022 DeFi Credit Crunch 

  Financial Credit Crisis DeFi Credit Crunch 

Cost of borrowing 

Deposit Rates Funding Rates 

In 2007 Central Banks across the world were 
still raising interest rates. E.g. Bank of England 
raised rates to 5.75% in June 2007 

By Feb 2021, APYs on simple funding trades in 
CeFi reached triple digits, while APY's in DeFi 
were even larger 

Peak of Depo rates was 9 months before Bear 
Stearns 

Peak of funding rates was reached 9 months 
before BTC hit $67,000 

Markets overstretched  

Equity markets reached P/Es close to to 2000 
tech bubble levels 
Indiscriminate buying 

All crypto related assets reach all time high 
Indiscriminate buying 
NFT craze 

Peak Leverage 

Leverage in some of the banks was over 100x 
such as Bear Stearns, Kaupthing, Bankinter, etc. 

Average leverage in some of the larger CeFi 
reached over 50X and in some of the DeFi 
protocols the leverage was in triple digits 

Retail interest hits all time high, no sanity check 
anymore 

Retail interest hits all time high, no sanity check 
anymore 

Proliferation of more 
complex structured 

products 

CDO, complex exotics, cross asset hybrids, cross 
correlation products 

Pool2, uncollateralised DeFi lending, leveraged 
yield farming 

Short volatility, short correlation, credit 
corelation products become the "WMD's" 

Impermanent Loss 

Sole purpose is to increase yield Sole purpose is to increase yield 

Lack of Regulatory 
oversight 

S&P, Moody's, Fitch, ratings lose their 
credibility bit by bit 

Money flows from less regulated to not 
regulated at all 

Credit risk and counterparty risk become less 
and less relevant as long as yield was there 

Credit risk and counterparty risk become less 
and less relevant as long as yield was there 

 

In the crypto space, implied funding rates in CeFi hit a peak in February 2021, then gradually started to come down 

as more market entrants inevitably came to play. This led to a dramatic increase in funds entering the DeFi space, 

which is even less regulated and where there are more complex ways to earn yield. Over the past year, more and 

more complex products with different features and reward mechanisms have emerged. 

https://www.thebalance.com/what-is-a-hedge-fund-357524
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Case Study 1:  Luna / Anchor / UST = Asian FX Crisis 1997 

The collapse of Luna/Anchor/UST can be compared with the Asian FX Crisis of 1997, whereby a 

combination of factors aligned to trigger a bank run and a de-peg event. 

The Asian Financial crisis that raised fears of a worldwide economic meltdown due to financial contagion 
started in July 1997, with the financial collapse of the Thai baht after the Thai government was forced to float 
the baht due to lack of foreign currency to support its currency peg to the US dollar. Capital flight ensued 
almost immediately, beginning an international chain reaction. The causes of the collapse cannot be isolated 
just to one factor, but the major cause was “hot money” foreign inflows that were attracted by high interest 
rates. Financing this short-term capital was not sustainable and investors were often using it as an 
opportunity for quick profit, rather than as a long-term investment. 
 
Similarly, the UST stablecoin was almost exclusively dependent on subsidised yield, which was not 
sustainable. Nevertheless, while the collapse of UST was a significant event, the lack of contagion to other 
stablecoins is a testament to the validity of the stablecoin concept as a whole. 
 
UST was an algorithmic stablecoin on the Terra blockchain protocol that was pegged to the US Dollar. UST 
aimed to solve the shortcomings of existing fiat-collateralised and crypto-collateralised stablecoins, by 
tackling all three aspects of the ‘stablecoin trilemma’: 
 
 

1. Decentralisation: 
Fiat-collateralised stablecoins rely on a centralised entity to maintain a basket of collateral in the 
form of real-world assets (cash and cash equivalents) - an opaque process requiring a large degree 
of trust as to whether the reserves exist, introducing a central point of failure into the system - 
antithetical to the values of crypto. Terra aimed to solve this problem through a transparent set of 
algorithms enforced by smart contracts designed to maintain the peg to USD. Since all transactions 
were visible on the blockchain, this offered a level of transparency that centralised stablecoins could 
not. 

 
2. Scalability: 

Crypto-collateralised stablecoins can be capital inefficient due to the requirement to be over-
collateralized, ultimately leading to supply constraints. Terra aimed to solve the scalability problem 
by algorithmically adjusting the supply of LUNA to match the demand for UST allowing the system to 
grow rapidly. 

 
3. Peg Stability: 

Through a combination of a mint and burn issuance mechanism involving Terra stablecoins / LUNA 
and open market arbitrage incentives, Terra aimed to maintain the stability of UST’s peg to the US 
dollar at all times, independent of demand for UST. 
 

 
It is clear that UST was initially optimising for scalability - given the design choices made - which allowed 
UST/LUNA to grow in market capitalisation very quickly. Unfortunately this came at the cost of 
decentralisation and peg stability as the system was highly dependant on several centralised entities to 
maintain the yield subsidies and currency peg to USD which ultimately failed.  
 
 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_contagion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thai_baht
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Floating_currency
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_circulating_currencies
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fixed_exchange_rate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._dollar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capital_flight
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Profit_(economics)
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The sequence of events that led to the collapse of UST can be traced as follows: 

• As the supply of UST grew, subsidising the yield on Anchor deposits became increasingly expensive -  
resulting in variable interest rates being introduced. These rates would be adjusted on a monthly 
basis depending on how much capital was left in the ‘yield reserve’. 

• The wider crypto market sell-off instigated pressure on the Anchor / LUNA / UST system 

• Once variable rates kicked in (yields fell from 19.5% to 18%), insufficient organic demand for/usage 

of UST outside of Anchor meant that capital started to be withdrawn from Anchor and exchanged 

for other assets, thereby reducing liquidity 

• The reflexive mechanism of LUNA/UST led to an unsustainable imbalance in the system: 

o As the value of LUNA goes down, an increasing quantity of LUNA needs to be issued and sold 

in order to maintain the guaranteed $1 worth of value given to arbitrageurs – inflating the 

supply and putting even greater downward pressure on price of the LUNA token 

o The mint/burn mechanism cap set to protect against off-chain manipulation prevented the 

UST market cap from adjusting to the new level of backing through arbitrage incentives. This 

culminated in a ‘death spiral’ where an increasing quantity of UST became unbacked, leading 

to further panic selling 

o This imbalance led to a UST market cap that was too large in comparison to LUNA’s market 

cap for LUNA to function as a volatility absorber for UST 

• Additionally, BTC reserves intended to defend against a UST depeg plummeted in value as crypto 

markets crashed because, once again…it’s all correlated. 

The changing of the narrative around the robustness of UST led to a self-fulfilling prophecy. 

In theory, UST could have wound down in an orderly fashion had the demand for UST tapered off very 

gradually rather than going to zero overnight. However, this was always extremely unlikely given the vast 

majority of UST was used for one purpose only – to collect the 19.5% yield provided on Anchor. This can 

be seen in the graphs below: As the supply of UST grew, so did the percentage of UST locked in Anchor. 

This supports our theory that pre-crash, there was insufficient organic demand for UST. 

 

 

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Messari          Source: Terra Blockchain 

 

The collapse of UST resulted in other vulnerable areas of the crypto ecosystem being subject to increased 

scrutiny. It soon became increasingly apparent that most of the ‘guaranteed’ yields were not sustainable and 

that collateral was often questionable. UST was the first large casualty. 
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Case Study 2:  Celsius = Lehman 

Parallels between MBS and DeFi credit crunch 
 
Nothing that has happened in recent events is particularly new: Over-leveraged entities getting wiped out 
in a down market is a tale as old as finance itself - the only difference this time is that the assets are digital. 
 
Different terminology, same old story: 

• Centralised crypto lending  unsecured leverage 

• High risk DeFi pools  subprime instruments 

 
A major source of yield for centralised crypto platforms such as BlockFi and Celsius came from capturing the 
premium of Grayscale Bitcoin Trust (GBTC) relative to its NAV. In summary, the trade involved subscribing to 
the fund at NAV by depositing BTC and then selling the acquired shares once the 6 month lock-up period had 
expired.  

 
This lasted until early 2021 when the premium collapsed to zero due to a) Earlier investors crystallising their 
gains by selling GBTC post-lockup and, b) The emergence of alternative investable Bitcoin products such as 
ETFs competing for capital flows. GBTC has been trading at discount to NAV ever since.  

 
In light of this, some platforms lowered the advertised yields that they were able to offer, whilst others 
opted to keep rates high and started chasing ever riskier sources of yield. This is akin to ever riskier 
products such as subprime mortgage-backed CDOs emerging to meet global fixed-income demand once 
the low hanging fruit had been picked.  
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The source of this high yield was to be found in DeFi, more specifically a highly risky subset of DeFi where leverage 
was abundant, yield was unsustainable, and liquidity was limited. As rumours of Celsius’ insolvency began to 
circulate, increasing amounts of capital were being withdrawn from the platform, culminating in a stampede for 
the exits. Celsius was unable to fulfil customer withdrawal requests of this magnitude and was thus forced to 
freeze withdrawals. This inability was largely due to a significant mismatch between their liquid liabilities and the 
illiquid nature of certain yield strategies (e.g. staked Ether) and exacerbated by the fact that Celsius had already 
incurred losses through various exploits on some of the protocols they were using to generate yield. 
 
To use the subprime analogy - Celsius was advertising high rates on ‘A’ rated bonds that were anything but. In 
order to satisfy the market’s insatiable desire for yield, Celsius were effectively putting deposits into ‘subprime 
instruments’ using leverage, without hedging their exposure. At one point, it is thought that Celsius alone 
accounted for around 9% of the Total Value Locked (TVL) on DeFi. 
 
Whilst these centralized entities were engaging with these “subprime-like” instruments, retail investors were 
blindly chasing the highest yield instrument within the market without a single thought given to concentration 
risk, or the need to diversify across risky assets. This exacerbated market hysteria as retail investors spread fear 
through Crypto Twitter, withdrawing all the assets simultaneously wherever they could. In traditional markets the 
storm is usually building up for a little longer in the background, but in digital assets where you can see all current 
on-chain positions, the storms are visible and become stronger much faster. 
 
Many protocols incentivised asset lock ups in order to reduce selling pressure on their tokens, promising in return 
to “juice the yield up”. An example of this is the staking of LP tokens where users are paid in the token they are 
providing liquidity for and locking up. Unsophisticated investors disregarded the underlying sell pressure and fall 
in token value, focussing instead on the advertised yields – a process referred to colloquially as “Pool2”. This was 
exacerbated by the fact that many of the advertised APY’s on DeFi consolidator platforms are incorrectly reported. 
By chasing these yields from large players such as Celsius, and being locked in for months or in the case of staking 
Ethereum on the Beacon Chain, possibly years (depending on how well the merge goes and when the ‘Shanghai’ 
update goes live), one essentially builds up more risk/leverage with each new customer. As soon as a sentiment-
based withdrawal happens, or a competitor promises higher yields and you do not lock in your customers on the 
same terms as you are locked in, you are facing the risk a serious downward spiral, as described above. 
 

Contagion risk 
 
Off-chain lending agreements allowed the system to become dangerously over-leveraged. 
 
Indiscriminate lending with no real checks or due diligence had become common practice. Crypto ‘hedge’ funds 
(e.g. Three Arrows Capital, 3AC) and centralized lending platforms (BlockFi, Genesis) were all either directly or 
through counterparty exposure, long risk in high credit-risk protocols - the bottom of cap structure - which resulted 
in balance sheets being wiped out overnight. 
 
Similar to the GFC, assessing credit risk and understanding the intrinsic risk of each protocol, liquidity pool, and 
stablecoin, is crucial. During the GFC the best banks not only survived, they also gained market share through 
striving to become bigger and better. Those few banks were able to drive the markets forward in a healthy way as 
we emerged from the crisis. We would expect the DeFi markets to consolidate in a similar way while learning from 
past mistakes. To identify the weak from the strong and discriminate those investments will be key going forward 
given what has already occurred.  

 

"The definition of a fool is someone who does the same thing over and over again expecting different 

results".  
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What should we expect next? 
 
More attention will be paid by investors and regulators going forward which will ultimately differentiate the good 
“companies” from the bad “companies”, similarly to how we differentiated “Good Banks” from “Bad Banks”.  
This is the first step to making the system more institutionalized and established. 
 
We expect companies to have distinct requirements that they will have to fulfil. After the credit crisis in 2008, a 
lot of lessons were learnt. Building confidence back into the financial systems required stringent scrutiny, 
regulations, risk management and monitoring, capital adequacy ratios being respected, etc. We should expect a 
similar evolution with a few more twists this time around. After what has happened in crypto over the last few 
months, it would only be natural for new investors to ask for more in-depth information. “Once bitten, twice shy”. 
CeFi platforms and DeFi protocols will not be judged on innovation and yield levels alone, but will have to go 
through more rigorous diligence processes which are closer to those currently used in traditional investment firms. 
These more stringent processes are likely to establish themselves from the early stages of project funding all the 
way through to the users of new protocols, and should include: 
 

• Operational due diligence processes 

• Reporting (Audited Financial Statements)  

• Collateral adequacy and credibility 

• Risk management capabilities  

• Compliance and Governance requirements 

The transformative potential of DeFi remains unchanged. Decentralised exchanges like Uniswap and liquidity 

markets like Aave are examples of protocols that provide real value, where yield is secondary to utility. For DeFi 

protocols, the focus should shift towards building sustainable products with real use cases, where yield is no longer 

the most important metric and design choices are more thoughtful or conservative. In doing so, the space will 

move away from the idea that ‘safety’ is achieved through endless growth, building highly robust systems that can 

withstand all market conditions in the process. We firmly believe that the best protocols today will cement their 

status as the market leaders, growing their feature set and user base through ‘M&A’ type activities. 

Investors are likely to be the driving force for change here. Regulators will inevitably step in at some point, 

although we cannot expect regulators to get everything right the first time, as we saw in the aftermath of the GFC. 

More checks and balances will certainly slow down the pace of innovation and possibly the price appreciation in 

related crypto assets but, on the other hand, it will allow for wider adoption and larger investors and institutions 

to participate in this part of the crypto ecosystem.  

Post GFC, banks became stronger and more secure and the largest tech and consumer companies were formed. 

Similarly, we expect the digital assets that survive this “crunch” will emerge stronger and better, and confidence 

in them will build. The wealth creation since March ‘09 to today has been unprecedented. 

 

About Numeus Group 
 
Numeus Group is a diversified digital asset investment firm based in the heart of the Crypto Valley in Zug, 

Switzerland with additional offices in New York and London. 

We are a team of finance, blockchain and technology professionals with a shared passion for digital assets. 

We have joined forces to help shape the future of digital asset investing across diverse areas of the crypto 

ecosystem including venture, quantitative trading and asset management. 

To find out more about Numeus and our team, please visit www.numeus.xyz. 

https://numeus.xyz/
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Important Information: 

The information (Information) contained herein may not be reproduced or redistributed in whole or in part, in any 

format, without the express written approval of Numeus Research AG (Numeus) You should make your own 

investigations and evaluations of the Information. The Information is being provided solely for informational 

purposes and may not be used or relied on for any purpose (including, without limitation, as legal, tax or 

investment advice) without the express written approval of Numeus. Certain information contained herein 

(including financial information) has been obtained from published and non-published sources. Such information 

has not been independently verified by Numeus, and Numeus does not assume responsibility for the accuracy of 

such information. None of Numeus nor any of its respective affiliates, shareholders, partners, members, directors, 

officers, management, employees or representatives makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, 

as to the accuracy or completeness of any of the Information or any other information (whether communicated 

in written or oral form) transmitted or made available to you. Each of the aforementioned parties expressly 

disclaims any and all liability relating to or resulting from the use of the Information or such other information. 

Certain statements reflect Numeus’s views, estimates, opinions or predictions (which may be based on proprietary 

models and assumptions, including, in particular, Numeus’s views on the current and future market for digital 

assets), and there is no guarantee that these views, estimates, opinions or predictions are currently accurate or 

that they will be ultimately realized. To the extent these assumptions or models are not correct or circumstances 

change, the actual performance of Numeus and its affiliates may vary substantially from, and be less than, the 

estimated performance. 

No Offer or Solicitation: 

The Information contained herein is not an offer to buy or sell, nor is it a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell, 

interests in funds or any advisory services or any other security or to participate in any advisory services or trading 

strategy. If any offer and sale of securities is made, it will be pursuant to the confidential offering memorandum 

of the fund in question (the Offering Memorandum). Any decision to make an investment should be made after 

reviewing such Offering Memorandum, conducting such investigations as the investor deems necessary and 

consulting the investor’s own investment, legal, accounting and tax advisors in order to make an independent 

determination of the suitability and consequences of an investment. The performance of the Fund will vary from 

the performance of the relevant Index that it tracks. None of the Information has been filed with the U.S. Securities 

and Exchange Commission, any securities administrator under any state securities laws or any other governmental 

or self-regulatory authority. No governmental authority has opined on the merits of the offering of any securities, 

or the adequacy of the information contained herein. Any representation to the contrary is a criminal offense in 

the United States. Investing in digital assets involves a substantial degree of risk. There can be no assurance that 

investment objectives will be achieved. Any investment in digital assets may result in a loss of the entire amount 

invested. Investment losses may occur, and investors could lose some or all of their investment. Neither historical 

returns nor economic, market or other performance is an indication of future results. 


